We have introduced several factors that can be useful for the modeling and analysis of high-power Ti:sapphire laser amplifiers. The amplification model includes the phase distortion effect caused by the atomic phase shift (APS) in gain medium and the thermal-induced phase distortion effect caused by the high-average-power amplification. We have provided an accurate amplification model for the development of ultra-high-intensity and high-average-power lasers.
Introduction
Owing to features such as excellent thermal conductivity, high mechanical durability, and wide amplification bandwidth, Ti:sapphire is widely used as a medium for high-power chirped pulse amplification (CPA) technology [1, 2] . Some researchers from RAL, SIOM, PEARL, Apollon Project, and APRI, ELI, J-KAREN, and Vulcan have previously generated several petawatt (PW) laser pulses and are targeting 10 PW or more [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . A high-power laser can be used in applications such as laser-material interaction, particle acceleration, basic research about materials under extreme environments, and medical applications [12] [13] [14] . In addition, the realization of high-power laser applications will enable the pioneering of new scientific fields [8, 15] . However, for using high-power lasers in scientific research and industrial applications, it is essential to have high-power pulses with both a high repetition rate and high spatio-temporal stability for practical applications [16, 17] . The simulation model and analysis of the high-power laser amplifier introduced in this review will be useful for the design and development of laser systems.
In this review, the amplification model constructed by L. M. Frantz and J. S. Nodvik has further expanded to model the depletion of the pump energy and to provide an amplified pulse shape simulation [18, 19] . In addition, we show how to apply the model to a CPA system and describe the analysis method of the square pump condition, which has attracted the interest of many research institutes in recent years [20] . Furthermore, an interpretation of the phase distortion occurring in the active medium, which has a significant impact on the energy and spatio-temporal shape of the pulse, is also included in this review [21, 22] . The phase retardation generated inside a high-power laser medium, particularly in the case of Ti:sapphire, is relatively inadequately researched and is now essentially gaining attention for its effect [23] . We provide a model of the atomic phase shift (APS) and the improved form of the thermal distortion effect. The models introduced in this review are aimed at representing a laser system in a suitable form for the design and maintenance of high-power laser systems. Most of the considerations introduced in this review will be applicable to PW-class laser generators in general, regardless of PW pulses with an ultrashort pulse width (J/fs) or PW pulses with high-pulse-energy (kJ/ps). However, it should be noted that most of the examples used in this review relate to the ulstrashort PW pulse generation using Ti:sapphire as the CPA medium.
Amplification Model

Depletion and Pulse Shape Change
In this section, we describe the fundamental aspects and modeling method of a pulse amplification under the following assumptions: a quasi-monochromatic seed pulse, an initially population-inverted gain medium, an infinitely long fluorescence lifetime, a negligible loss, and a uniform transverse distribution of the pump and seed beam. In the following sections, we will expand the model for broadband chirped seed pulse, pumping during amplification, a finite fluorescence lifetime, and non-uniform beam profiles.
If we ignore the finite fluorescence lifetime and pumping during the amplification process, then the inversion density, ∆, is dependent only on the stimulated emission. The time-dependent rate equation for ∆ will be ∂∆ ∂t
where γ = 1 + g 2 /g 1 , g 1,2 is the degeneracy of the lower and upper energy levels, c is the speed of light, σ is the emission cross-section, n is the photon density [1] (ch.4.1.1). The photon density increases as photons are generated by the stimulated emission and decreases as the photons flow out of the gain medium. The time-dependent photon-transfer equation [1] (ch.4.1.1) describes the rate of the photon density change as ∂n ∂t
L. M. Frantz and J. S. Nodvik solved the coupled equations given in Equations (1) and (2) and found a solution, i.e., Equations (3) and (4) [18] . This rate equation approach is valid only for the seed pulses for which the pulse duration is longer than the phase relaxation time of the gain medium [24] (Ch.3.2.2). the typical phase relaxation time of a solid laser medium is 10 −11 -10 −14 s [24] (Ch.3.1). Therefore, the amplification modeling of a femtosecond pulse by using the Frantz-Nodvik solution is inappropriate. However, most femtosecond amplifiers achieving a high-energy pulse by using the CPA technique will be introduced in more detail in Section 2.2 [25] . A chirped pulse generally has a nanosecond pulse duration. Consequently, the Frantz-Nodvik solution can also be used for most Ti:sapphire laser amplifier modeling.
Equations (3) and (4) are applicable for an arbitrary seed pulse of n 0 (t) and an arbitrary initial population inversion distribution of ∆ 0 (x). These above arbitrary seed shape and inversion distribution are the functions for of the longitudinal (propagation) direction, and we will consider the transverse profile of for the seed beam and inversion density in Section 2.4.
If we assume a square seed pulse of duration τ and a homogeneous initial population inversion distribution, then the photon density equation can be further simplified [18] .
where n 0 [cm −3 ] is the amplitude of the square pulse, ∆ 0 [cm −3 ] is uniform inversion density, and η def = n 0 cτ [cm −2 ] . By integrating Equation (5) at the input and output of the gain medium, one can determine the energy gain, G E , between the seed and amplified pulse.
where L is the length of the gain medium. An example of a calculation using Equation (5) is shown in Figure 1 . The graph based on Equation (5) shows not only the pulse shape change that is induced by the depletion effect but also the total energy increment. However, as depicted by the blue curve in Figure 2a ,b, the more simple and practical energy gain equation given by Equation (6) merely results in an average increment in the pulse energy. A numerical method that achieves amplification of the pulse shape and energy simultaneously by using the energy gain equation given in Equation (6) is introduced [19] . In this method, as shown in Figure 2a , the input pulse, η i n(t), is treated as a consecutive train of square-shaped pulses with the same pulse duration but different amplitudes. The amplitude of the i-th square pulse is η
, where the superscript (i) indicates the sequence of the square pulse, i is an integer larger than one, and δt is the duration of the small square pulses. In addition, the uniformly distributed inversion density, ∆ 0 , is renewed for each square pulse by counting the stimulated emitted photons. The equations for the i-th pulse amplification are
Equation (8) is the energy conservation law in the gain medium. Example calculation results using Equations (7) and (8) are shown in Figure 2 . As shown in Figure 2b , the envelope of the output square pulse train is identical to the calculation result obtained using Equation (3) . Although Equation (7) is based on Equation (6), which is derived under the assumption of a square-shaped seed pulse, this numerical method is applicable to an arbitrary input pulse shape as given in Equation (3) because there is no restriction on the envelope shape of the input square pulse train. Furthermore, because the numerical method does not include the integral calculations, which Equation (3) does, the proposed method is more convenient for various complex pulse shapes. Contrastingly, as shown in Figure 2c , the results obtained using Equation (8) exhibit a decrease in the depletion of the inversion density under the assumption of a uniformity in the entire gain medium. To consider an arbitrary inversion density distribution, one can additionally treat the gain medium as a group of consecutive thin mediums. In this case, an additional spatial dimension index, j, can be used for Equations (7) and (8) . The initial inversion density of the j-th medium is ∆ (1,j) 0
where δL is the thickness of the sliced medium, and η
out . An example of the spatio-temporal depletion calculation result is shown in Figure 2d .
The above-described numerical method is based on the Frantz-Nodvik energy gain equation of Equation (6) . There also exist modified Frantz-Nodvik equations for more complex amplifier geometries such as a zig-zag slab [26] and multiple passes in a thin disk [27] . In the case of a double-pass in multiple rod-shaped medium, a modified Frantz-Nodvik equation for two inputs [19] can be used with the above-described numerical method ( Figure 3 ). The modified Equations (7) and (8) for two inputs are
In the next section, we introduce and review the CPA technique and modeling method for the amplification of a chirped seed pulse. 
Amplification of Chirped Pulses
In the previous section, we presented the development of an amplification model under the assumption of a quasi-monochromatic seed pulse. This assumption is valid only when the spectral bandwidth of the seed pulse is much narrower than the gain bandwidth of the medium. The gain bandwidth of Ti:sapphire is 222 nm (FWHM) at room temperature [28, 29] . Based on the time-bandwidth product rule [17, 25, 30] , for Gaussian pulses of 100 fs and 10 fs pulse lengths (FWHM), spectral linewidths of at least 9.4 nm and 94 nm are required, respectively. As a femtosecond pulses have a non-negligible spectral bandwidth relative to the gain bandwidth of the Ti:sapphire medium, the amplification model should be improved to avoid using the monochromatic seed pulse assumption.
Before describing the amplification model for non-monochromatic pulses, a brief introduction to the ultrashort pulse amplification technique is needed. Because ultrashort pulses have high optical intensity [W/cm 2 ], they can easily damage optics residing within the amplifier. Lowering the intensity by expanding the beam size is restrictive because the available sizes of the optical and amplifying media are limited. Therefore, the development of laser intensity was stagnant until a breakthrough was achieved. As can be seen in Figure 4 , this breakthrough was the CPA technique [25] . As depicted in Figure 4 , in a CPA system, to lower the optical intensity during the amplification process, the pulse duration before the amplification is increased and the amplified pulse is recompressed. In 2018, the first demonstrators of the CPA technique were awarded the Nobel prize [31] . The CPA technique has been used in various spectral phase manipulation devices to control the temporal width of the pulse. In the first demonstration of the CPA technique [25] , an optical fiber and Treacy type compressor [32] were used as the stretcher and compressor pair. Subsequently, the fiber stretcher was replaced by Martinez's stretcher [33] to compensate for the third-order dispersion and by a lens-less Öffner type stretcher to avoid aberrations [34, 35] . In addition to the stretcher and compressor pair, various dispersion control methods have been developed [36] [37] [38] [39] . [40] and (b) a schematic of a chirped pulse amplification (CPA) system [25] .
As the CPA technique is commonly used for the amplification of an ultrashort pulse in a Ti:sapphire medium, the wavelength, λ, of the simulation model should be considered as a function of time. In addition, the emission cross-section, σ, should be a function of the wavelength, λ, because an ultrashort pulse has a non-negligible spectral bandwidth. Consequently, the emission cross-section σ becomes a function of time, as represented in Figure 5 and Equation (12) . The spectral emission cross-section, σ(λ), can be obtained from a fluorescence spectrum measurement and the McCumber theory [28, 41] , and an example with Ti:sapphire is shown in Figure 5 . The time-dependent wavelength, λ(t), depends on the structure and configuration of the stretcher and can be calculated by using a wavelength-dependent group delay function.
∂ϕ st ∂λ (13) where c is the speed of light and φ st is the spectral phase of the stretcher. The amplification calculation for a chirped seed pulse, where the cross-section is a variable of time, can be achieved by adding a discretized time index, (i), to σ in Equation (7). By using Equation (12), the time-indexed emission cross-section is defined as
, and the modified numerical Frantz-Nodvik equation for the chirped seed pulse becomes
In the previous section, we also introduced a modified numerical Frantz-Nodvik equation that can be used for the amplification of two simultaneous inputs. Another variation of the numerical equation is reported for two inputs with different carrier frequencies [42] . In this case, the effective saturation photon fluence, η sat [cm −2 ], is defined as
where η 1,2 are the two inputs with different carrier frequencies and σ 1,2 are the emission cross-sections corresponding to the two input frequencies,
In the next section, the effects of an instantaneous pumping and a finite fluorescence lifetime, which were ignored until now, are considered.
Pumping and Spontaneous Emission
As described in Section 2.1, the Frantz-Nodvik equation is derived under the assumption of an initial population-inverted gain medium [18] . In addition, the stimulated emission is considered as the only process that induces the depopulation of the inversion. Specifically, in the original Frantz-Nodvik calculation, the effects of instantaneous pumping and spontaneous emission during the pulse amplification process are ignored. However, instantaneous pumping or a spontaneous emission is ignorable only when the seed pulse duration is much shorter than the pump pulse duration or the fluorescence lifetime of the gain medium, respectively.
To consider the instantaneous pumping and a spontaneous emission into account in the amplification calculation, one should add the two terms representing pumping and emission in the coupled energy conservation equation, Equation (8) . The modified result is Equation (18) [43] .
where
p is the effective pump rate [cm −3 s −1 ] and τ f is the fluorescence lifetime [s] of the gain medium. Equation (18) is relevant even when the seed and the amplified pulses do not exist. When there is no seed pulse, in Equation (18) , η in is zero and η out is also vanishes based on Equation (7) or Equation (14) . As shown in Figure 6a , as the pump pulse is absorbed by the gain medium, the number of inversion ions ∆ 0 , i.e., the effective stored energy, increases. As shown in Figure 6b , the stored energy decreases with the spontaneous emission even when there is no stimulated emission from the seed pulse. The spontaneous decay time is characterized as the fluorescence lifetime of the medium. By performing a simulation similar to the example shown in Figure 6 , one can estimate the maximum stored energy and time required for the stored energy to reach the maximum. The stored energy is typically lower than the effective total pump energy because of the spontaneous emission loss, and the instantaneous moment at which the stored energy is highest is the best seed pulse injection timing in the single-pass amplifier.
A Ti:sapphire amplifier is widely used in terawatt(TW) or petawatt(PW) CPA laser systems [8] . Figure 7a shows an example of a PW-class, tens of Joule pulse energy, fs pulse width, and multi-pass amplifier. In case of Figure 7 , for 2.2 PW of peak power, 120 (16 × 7.5) J of pump energy, 2-stage of 3-pass amplifiers, 17.7 fs of pulse width, and 67.9 (48.6 after compression) J of pulse energy are assumed. In such a CPA system, the stretched seed pulse duration is a few nanoseconds and it takes tens of nanoseconds to pass through the multi-pass power amplifier [3, 17, 44] . Spontaneous emission would be negligible because the duration of amplification is much shorter than the fluorescence lifetime of the Ti:sapphire medium (3.2 μs [28] ). However, it is important to consider instantaneous pumping in a multi-pass amplification simulation because, as shown in Figure 7b ,c, it allows tracing the stored energy changes in the entire amplification process. Figure 7b ,c exhibit two relevant differences. First, the residual stored energy is different. This suggests that the extraction efficiency of the amplifier can be optimized by a simulation including the instantaneous pumping. Second, the peak values of the stored energy reached during the amplification processes are different. Large Ti:sapphire crystals, with diameters from 10 to 15 cm, are commonly used in high-power amplifiers to achieve a high pulse energy from tens to hundreds of joules [3, 17, [44] [45] [46] [47] . In a large-diameter gain medium, a parasitic oscillation in the transverse direction can occur with the stored energy increase [47] [48] [49] [50] . The amplifier shown in Figure 7b has a higher possibility of experiencing a parasitic oscillation than that in Figure 7c . A method of the multiple extraction during pumping [47] [48] [49] , which can control the relative delays between the pump pulses and/or seed and pump pulses, is proposed to reduce the peak value of the stored energy during the amplification process. A simulation including instantaneous pumping would be useful to optimize the delays and each pump pulse energy.
In contrast to Ti:sapphire amplifiers, there are microsecond [51, 52] or millisecond [53] [54] [55] lasers, which are used in medical or industrial applications. For these long-pulse lasers, the spontaneous emission term given in Equation (18) should be included in the calculation, because the duration of the amplification process is similar to or longer than the fluorescence lifetime of the gain medium [43] . In addition to the effects discussed in this review, the consideration of the losses induced by the amplification of a spontaneous emission would be important depending on the applications [56, 57] . In the next section, we reviewed the influence of the beam profile on the amplifier efficiency and corresponding modeling method.
Effects of Transverse Profiles
In this section, we will discuss how the transverse profile of a laser affects the amplification process. A one-dimensional(1D) amplification simulation assumes that the transverse profile of the laser is a flat-top, so that the energy is much higher compared to the actual value. The seed and pump beams used in Ti: sapphire amplifiers do not have a uniform spatial distribution and flat-top steep edges. For a residual pump beam [17] , the energy of the edge of the pump beam is unused for amplification, which reduces the energy efficiency of the amplifier. To obtain accurate simulation results, the amplification process should be calculated considering both the transverse profile of the seed beam and pump beam.
By considering the spatial beam distribution of the seed beam and pump beam in a two-dimensional(2D) amplification simulation, we can achieve a better agreement with experimental results. Spatially expanding the Frantz-Nodvik equation for the CPA used in a 1D calculation allows simple 2D amplification calculations to be performed. Assuming that the thickness of the laser medium is ignored, the gain and output fluence of the amplifier can be calculated from Equations (19) and (20) . λ laser and λ pump are the wavelengths of the seed laser and pump laser, respectively, G 0 is the gain. J in ,J out are the input and output fluences of the seed beam along with the wavelength, respectively, and J pump and J sat are the fluence of the pump beam, and saturation fluence, respectively. The length of a chirped pulse is typically about 1 ns, and the optical path difference between the passes in a multi-pass amplifier, which is mainly used as the main amplifier, is longer than this. Therefore the effect of overlapping of the pulses in the medium does not have to be considered.
A 2D amplification simulation can be used for the spatial shaping of the pump beam, which is one of the most important factors in a laser amplifier, as well as for obtaining simulation results similar to the experimental results. The spatial distribution of the output laser beam through the laser amplifier follows that of the pump beam. Therefore, the pump beam should have a high steepness and high uniformity for uniform and efficient amplification. If the steepness is low, it implies a slow rising edge, and the pump beam energy cannot be efficiently transferred to the seed beam owing to the low gain near the edge of the beam, leaving energy in the gain medium. This effect allows the amplifier to have a low energy extraction efficiency. Moreover, the non-uniformity of the pump beam results in an amplified beam with a low spatial beam quality.
One approach to minimize this problem and improve the quality of the output beam is to pump a flat-top laser beam into the gain medium through a beam shaping system, such as a beam homogenizer using a lens array or diffractive optics [58, 59] . A beam shaping system increases the edge steepness and spatial uniformity of the pump beam formed in the gain medium and improves the quality of the output beam by making the spatial distribution uniform. By combining beam shaping system design techniques and amplifier simulation, an optimal amplifier condition can be designed to maximize the energy extraction efficiency and spatial uniformity. The edge steepness and beam uniformity criteria described in ISO13694 can be used to optimize the amplifier simply by evaluating the spatial distribution of the beam.
Using Equations (19) and (20), a multi-pass amplifier simulation can be performed to calculate the extraction efficiency based on the edge steepness and the spatial uniformity of the pump beam and the amplified beam as shown in Figure 8 . The simulation results exhibit that the energy extraction efficiency increases as the edge steepness of the pump beam decreases and the spatial distribution of the output beam becomes uniform as the spatial distribution of the pump beam becomes uniform. Thus, sharpening the edge of the pump beam and making the spatial distribution uniform are methods to uniformly amplify a seed beam with a high energy. In addition, we can consider using a square pump beam for realizing uniform and efficient amplification in a laser amplifier. Employing a beam homogenizer using lens arrays, a highly steep and uniform square pump beam can be illuminated into the gain medium with a high efficiency. The square shape makes the fill factor of the lens array close to 100% and multiple circular beams can be pumped into the laser medium by shaping them into a square beam using a beam homogenizer as shown in Figure 9 . In addition, the use of a square beam can reduce the size of the laser system. A square beam can reduce the size of the optical part by 11% compared to a circular beam and can use an area of 27% at the same size [20] . This reduces the risk of damage to the optical components and helps to miniaturize the pulse compressors or optical components. 
Phase Distortion Analysis
Atomic Phase Shift (Population Inversion Induced Phase Shift)
The atomic phase shift, i.e., a population inversion induced phase shift, produces a temporal nonlinear phase distortion in an amplified pulse. In a CPA system, a temporal phase shift causes a spectral phase shift and is combined with gain depletion, resulting in a nonlinear spectral phase distortion. Gain depletion is a phenomenon in which the population inversion is reduced during the amplification process, and the gain is decreased. A reduction in the gain causes a nonlinear effect that redshifts the center of the spectrum, which in combination with the atomic phase shift induces a spectral phase shift in the chirped pulse.
The atomic phase shift is derived from the classical electron model. Equation (21) expresses the wavenumber, k e , for an excited ion, and the gain and phase shift for the excited ion are obtained from Equations (22) and (23) [23] . In a CPA system, the laser pulse is chirped; specifically, because the frequency is distributed in the time domain, the phase shift and gain, which are functions of time t and frequency ω, can be expressed solely as a functions of time t. ∆N is the population inversion, σ 0 is the peak emission cross-section, L is the length of the laser medium, and ω 0 and ∆ω are the peak angular frequency and bandwidth, respectively. The population inversion over time is considered in Equations (22) and (23); therefore, this model considers the gain depletion effect.
Because the phase shift in amplification is superimposed, the atomic phase shift effect in a laser amplifier chain is obtained by adding all the phase shifts generated in each amplification pass. To investigate the effect of the pulse distortion caused by the atomic phase shift in an amplifier chain structure, as shown in Figure 10 , the amplifier simulation introduced in the previous section and the phase shift have to be combined. Figure 11 shows the output spectrum and accumulated atomic phase shift of each amplifier. The distortion in the phase shift due to the gain depletion effect is reflected in the asymmetric phase shift with respect to the center of the spectrum. The phase shift caused at each amplification stage is superimposed and distort the peak power and pulse width of the compressed pulse in the pulse compression as shown in Figure 12 . 
Thermal Birefringence
Leading research groups are focused on improving the repetition rate and pulse quality instead of successfully generating PW-class pulses [3] [4] [5] [6] [9] [10] [11] . Applications of ultra-high-power lasers require extraordinarily high quality, and it is necessary to increase the repetition rate to use them practically [8, 12] . The thermal distortion that occurs in this process is one of the major issues to overcome. Ultra-high-power laser amplifiers use high-energy lasers as the source of the pump energy, imposing high thermal loads on the medium. This thermal distortion effect is one of the major causes of the degradation of the spatio-temporal quality of ultra-high-power laser pulses [21] . Because the non-involvement of the energy in the amplification process is a reason of the thermal effect, it becomes serious with the repetition rate. If a compact design for improved usability is applied, then the thermal problem becomes even more severe. To be active in an actual industrial field at the laboratory level, a solution to the thermal distortion problem should be developed first.
In this section, we present the results of a study on the thermal effects of ultra-high-power laser systems that our group has conducted [21] . We will introduce the photo-elastic (PE) effect, which is relatively disregarded among the causes of the thermal distortion occurring in a CPA system using Ti:sapphire as the medium. The PE effect is neglected in most cases because the degree of distortion is not significant compared to other thermal distortions. However, the distortion due to the PE effect cannot be ignored under the severe thermal conditions under which ultra-high-power laser pulses reaching PW at a repetition rate of several tens of Hz or more are generated.
Thermal birefringence is caused by thermal stress [1] . Thermal stress and the relative impermeability (B) are related to the π-tensor (piezo-optical tensor, Figure 13 ) [60, 61] . The square root of B is the refractive index. The refractive index change induced by the heat can be expressed by Equations (24)- (26),
where π-tensor is a piezo-optical tensor, σ is the thermally induced stress, β is the angle between the principal axis of the thermal stress and Cartesian axis. Figure 13 . Forms of the piezo-optical tensors, π mn , of the isotropic, the cubic and the trigonal structure.
However, because the deformation of a beam experiences not only thermal birefringence but also intrinsic birefringence and the amplification effect of the medium, they must be considered simultaneously [21] . To model the complete PE effect, the simultaneous consideration of the amplification of the medium and intrinsic birefringence is required. Therefore, we use the Jones matrix (Equations (28)- (30)) to express the instantaneous change so that the three effects can be considered simultaneously in the medium. 
Using the above matrices, a first-order differential equation can be obtained, as expressed in Equation (32) . By solving Equation (32), we were able to obtain the shape of the phase distortion due to the thermal birefringence. The distortion due to the thermal birefringence is shown in Figure 14 , which differs markedly from that in a non-birefringent medium such as YAG. This is owing to the fact that the previously mentioned linear polarization loss is instantly resolved. The loss of linearly polarized light is small spatially, but the amount of loss is dispersed in time, adversely affecting the temporal contrast ratio. The phase retardation of the medium to be introduced does not form the shape of a single concave lens or a single convex lens [22] . If we express this effect as a Zernike polynomial, we can see that it is convex in the vertical direction and concave in the horizontal direction. Specifically, it is confirmed that the retardation caused by the PE effect induced by the heat birefringence results in an astigmatism aberration of the medium. It is previously known that the thermal distortion induced by Ti:sapphire includes astigmatism [62] [63] [64] . Until quite recently, the cause of astigmatism is attributed to the anisotropy of the thermal conductivity of the medium. Based on our study, the phase retardation effect due to thermal birefringence can also cause astigmatism.
Thermal Lens Model
Methods such as optical parametric amplification (OPA) are being attempted to eliminate the cause of the thermal problems. However, the limit of the power is insufficient compared to that in CPA [65, 66] . Therefore, even if OPA is used, a hybrid-CPA method using CPA together for generating PW-level pulses is showing its potential. Most CPA laser systems, the medium for generating ultra-high-power pulses is Ti:sapphire, which has excellent mechanical and thermal durability, and so, there is not much demand for research on the thermal distortion effect. In comparison, thermal distortion was a significant issue in the early solid-state laser systems such as Nd:YAG. Related studies have been conducted from the beginning of laser development to the present. In the case of the Ti:sapphire, there was little need to study the thermal effects because of its excellent thermal durability and its thin-disk shape, which is advantageous for reducing thermal-induced distortions [5, 17] .
The thermal distortion effects that consider both the induced thermal birefringence described in the previous section and the phase delay effect due to the thermal expansion are discussed in this section. The thermal distortion of the medium is generally analyzed by dividing its effect into the temperature dependence of the refractive index, thermal expansion, and thermal birefringence, as shown in Figure 15 . Even though this is a general and traditional method, it is suitable for multi PW and tens of hertz high-power laser systems to apply. Also, although not included in our model, a distortion due to the acousto-optical(AO) effect from a vibration caused by Stoke's conversion should be considered to improve the beam quality [5, 17] .
The temperature dependence of the refractive index depends on the temperature distribution in the medium. Generally, because ultra-high-power lasers have a pump beam with a uniform distribution, it can be assumed that the heat generation due to the quantum defects in the medium is uniform. In this case, the temperature distribution of the medium appears parabolic in the center. By such a temperature distribution, a lens shape similar to that of a GRIN (Gradient-index) lens is derived and can be expressed by Equation (33) . Attempts to homogenize the temperature of the entire medium by controlling the doping rate or junction of undoped YAG, which is often used in high-power solid-state lasers, are intended to prevent changes in the refractive index with temperature.
∂r 2 (33) Figure 15 . Wavefront shapes induced by the thermal effect (a) by the temperature-dependent refractive index change, (b) by the thermal expansion, and (c) by the PE effect of the Ti:sapphire crystal, in case of [62] .
Temperature dependence of refractive index, dn/dT, in Equation (33) refers to the amount of change in the refractive index with temperature, and ∆T is the temperature difference between the center of the medium and each position. Another effect of temperature rise is thermal expansion. As the temperature of a medium rises, it expands, and this leads to a change in the light path. A rod-shaped medium can be approximated by ∆L = αTD. However, this formula is not suitable for application to the disc-shaped media employed in high-power laser systems. Related studies are being conducted on a wide variety of materials. Considering both the anisotropy of the material and a disc shape, it is more appropriate that the Ti:sapphire medium used in ultra-high-power lasers is expressed by Equations (34)- (36) . 
where α is the coefficient of thermal expansion, ν is Poisson's ratio, Ω is the resistance of thermal expansion, E is Young's modulus and S is the compliance tensor. Last, the PE effect can be derived with Equation (32) . If we use only the second term for the simplification of the thermal lens expression, the simple lens shape by the PE effect can be expressed as Equation (37) . Then finally, we can summarize the thermal lens effect as Equations (38) and (39) .
The thermal lens focal length used in the design process of the existing ultra-high-power Ti:sapphire systems only considers the change in the refractive index depending on the temperature. Using the method, we exhibit that more accurate predictions are possible. Figure 16 compares the focal length of another ultra-high-power laser system. The blue and red lines are the estimate that is obtained using a conventional thermal lens focal length equation and using our model, respectively. The triangular markers are the measured thermal focal lengths. The prediction using our model is much more accurate to the measured thermal lens focal length. Knowing the thermal lens focal length easily in the design process of the system is expected to assist in the design of the optical compression system and target chamber behind the amplifier. 
Summary and Future Outlook
In summary, we have developed a pseudo-analytical method to simulate the amplification of laser pulses accurately and efficiently in the case of an overlap of two polarized orthogonal pulses by modifying the Frantz-Nodvik equation. The developed simulation model can imply a double-pass amplifier with multiple gain media, an overlapped pulse, and arbitrary input pulse shapes. Also, we introduced a square beam homogenizer with high sharpness and uniformity for a PW Ti:sapphire amplifier. The beam homogenizer using lens arrays is effective in improving the efficiency of the amplifier and in making compact high-power laser systems. We also pointed out the thermal effect as another essential consideration for developing high-power lasers. Using the differential Jones matrix, We derive the thermal effect on Ti:sapphire medium. The differential equation models are derived from considering the effects of amplification, intrinsic birefringence, and thermal birefringence. We confirmed the validity of the solution of the differential equation model by comparing it with the measured value of other high-power laser facilities. This review will help to develop high-power laser systems that are actively researched and developed, and the high-power lasers will be profitable in basic science and industrial applications. We are confident we have to focus on effective beam generation, higher repetition rate, and spatio-temporal quality enhancement beyond the generation of high-power pulses. The high-power laser system pursues a compact design for practical applications, so the research need for the high-power laser modeling and analysis will be even higher (Figure 17) . Furthermore, the methods presented in this review can be applied to various anisotropic materials and may be useful for studying light modulation effects, and nonlinear effects. 
